Paver
Laying Clamps

Top Laying Quality
Made
in
Germany

Easy Handling

twist-Clamping

Laying Clamp

We transform your Excavators into
High-Performance
Paver Laying Machines

As a classic machine the excavator is present at any construction site. Due to its typical
turning function there is hardly any need to drive - it works most efficiently from a standing
position. The excavator's profitability and utilization rises with every
additional attachment. So does your company's flexibility and efficiency.

Hunklinger's idea starts right here: With a hydraulic paver laying clamp your excavator
turns into a high performance paver laying machine: The Hunklinger Laying Clamp needs
little space to be transported. It is quickly mounted, adjusted and easily
controlled.

You have all the flexibility, utilization and independence you need.

Excavator = Paver Laying Machine
Hunklinger Laying Clamps create
flexibility and independence.
This rises profitability and creates
competitive advantages.
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Innovations

Shifting
Adapter-Plus
Lorem
Ipsum
shifts demanding stones
Verlegezangen für
Betonpflaster

Slab Shifting Adapter

More and more concrete paving stones
have large spacers in order to hold the
pavers in place. Such spacers hamper

The standard Hunklinger Pflastergreif

or Für
evendie
hinder
the shifting
of the stones bieten wir derzeit fünf hydraulische
maschinelle
Pflasterverlegung

shifts stones up to 20 cm.

into
the running bond.
Verlegezangen
in unterschiedlichen Ausführungen. Gemeinsam mit einem

In combination with the Slab Shifting

The
patented Shifting
Adapter-Plus
Trägergerät
wie beispielsweise
einem Minibagger oder Lader, wird die Ver-

Adapter the models P12-2 and P02-2

solves
the problem
by moving the rows
legezange
zur Pflastermaschine.

manage an offset up to 30 cm.

separately and thereby concentrating

These Hunklinger laying clamps shift

im Vergleich geringeren Investitionskosten für die Verlegezange, eritsNeben
movingden
force.

big slabs of 60x30 cm or 60x40 cm

zielen Sie
Hunklinger
eine hohe Verlegequalität, können die verschiedensten
Upgrade
themit
Shifting
Adapter-Plus

into the running bond.

with
every current
model.
Pflastersteine
greifen
und sogar verschiebesichere Steine verschieben. Denn eine

Compared to hand laying this is a

Pflastermaschine ist nur so gut, wie ihre Verlegezange.

valuable increase of performance.
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n
e
t
a
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Shifts very demanding shear resistant stones
Gentle on both materials, stones and clamp
Upgrade any current model

Shifts slabs up to 30 cm

Standard:

Upgradeable for models P12-2 and P02-2

Shifting Adapter-Plus:

Noticeable advantages compared to standard laying methods

Standard method:

Laying with Hunklinger Pflastergreif:

Shifting force is
spread over all
stone rows.

Lay every single
stone for itself.

Laying Clamp shifts the
whole layer...

and lays it at once.

Stone rows are
shifted one after
another.

Large spacers are
overcome and the stone
rows moved.

Patented Shifting Technique
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Laying Clamp P01-2

Laying Clamp P12-2

small and light

powerful and strong
The Laying Clamp P12-2 combines

The Kleine
LayingLeichte
Clamp P01-2 turns
Der

performance with strength -

mini-excavators
from
1.7 t into quos ducil magLuptati
alia ditatia
spedicietus,

on mini-excavators from 2.5 t as well as

effective laying machines. It is
nati nvenduntium ex eatio vercil maionse dolorro
defined through its light and stable
riorrovitImus acillan imoluptatur? Omnihil illecconstruction as well as its easy
tusam exerrovidel maximi, to que voluptae. Listo
handling. The P01-2 lives up to its
cus et eictemo luptis estiandus a delist et eatur
full potential at small paving sites.

on laying machines. It stands for quick
adjustment, easy handling, powerful
stone-shifting, installing paving stones
directly next to walls and first
class laying quality. It is used on small as

simustrum
sequae.
It reliably shifts
rectangular stones

well as on big paving sites. With the

into running bond pattern. The

patented twist-system, the new P12-2

patented twist-system provides

grabs even distorted stone layers

Top Fugenqualität

the P01-2 with a high

reliably and installs them neatly.

Einfaches
Handling
clamping
reliability
even for
Twist-Greifsicherheit
distorted
stone layers.

ü Small mini excavator + Pflastergreif = competitive advantage

ü First-class laying quality

ü Finish small paving sites moreHeadline
efficiently

ü Shifts even demanding stones gentle and reliable

ü Small investment – high profitability

ü Best clamping safety for distorted stone layers

Luptati alia ditatia spedicietus, quos ducil

Headline

Luptati alia ditatia spedicietus, quos ducil

On small Mini-Excavators
for small and cramped
construction sites

NEU
TOP

User-Friendly

quick adjustment,
easy handling

Headline

Small,
light, solid
Headline
For mini excavators above 1.7 t

Laying with a Loader
as a flexible alternative

Laying next to a Wall
… is an easy job

Headline
Quick hitch deposit
Headline

Adjustable handles

TOP

On Paver Laying Machines
efficient on all brands
and types

Powerful Stone Shifting

with Shifting Adapter-Plus
for demanding stones

Powerful and effective		

First-class laying quality

Easy tool less adjustment		

Powerful stone shifting
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Laying Clamp P02-2
powerful and functional

Paver Laying Grab
S400PV

The Laying Clamp P02-2 stands for

The Paver Laying Grab S400PV is a

powerful functionality and works

combination of the Multi-Stone Grab

best attached to a mini excavator

S400 with paving jaws. It is the ideal

above 3.5 t.

starting point into the world of

With its second control program the

machine laying. Attached to mini

P02-2 is even more flexible with vari-

excavators above 2.5 t the S400PV

ous stone dimensions and patterns.

lays pre-orientated stone layers. The

It is predestined for slabs of larger

new integrated push-off system en-

size. The patented twist-system

sures high paving quality. With a

provides clamping reliability. It safely

large assortment of exchangeable

holds twisted or extra large stone

gripping jaws the S400PV becomes a

layers as well as stones with short

real all-round grab system.

patentierte Verschiebetechnik

spacers.

ü

NEW:
With Push-off System

ü For pre-orientated layers

Higher working flexibility with second control program

ü Shifts even demanding stones with Shifting Adapter-Plus

ü For small to medium paving areas

ü Ideal for Slab Shifting Adapter

ü Convenient starting point into the world of machine laying

Powerful Stone Shifting

with Shifting Adapter-Plus
for demanding stones

TOP

Top Laying Quality

hand laying quality thanks
to push-off-system ADE

Individual Control

with two control programs
for more flexibility

High area output

Offsets up to 30 cm

Powerful shifting

Easy adjustment

Quick hitch deposit

Second control program

Push-off System
ensures a high
paving quality

Gripping Jaws

on the Multi-Stone Grab to
lay layer for layer

Additional Gripping Jjaws
for placing natural stones
and other elements

Start into machine laying with exchangeable
paving jaws for further applications
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Quality Features
Top Laying Quality
You instantly know about a laying clamp's quality by looking
at the finished paver. Joint patterns have to run continuously
smooth and straight.
Specialists praise the Hunklinger Laying Clamps
for its high laying quality.

Easy Handling
Start-up and operation of a versatile paver laying
clamp should be quick and easy for any user.
The Hunklinger Laying Clamps live up to this high
requirements in particular.

Patented Clamping Reliability
twist-System
The twist clamping system
adapts to distorted stone
layers. As a result, the
Hunklinger laying clamp
grabs the stone layer
equally precise on each
side, even if they are
twisted.
Maximum gripping
safety and better
laying performance are
guaranteed.

Shifting Paving Stones

ü Safe gripping of twisted stone layers

A laying clamp shows its full potential while shifting
challenging stones efficiently and reliably.

ü Clamps extra wide or very thin stone layers perfectly

Big spacer elements or off-sets up to 30 cm are an easy
task for the Hunklinger laying clamps.

ü twist-system works fully automated

twist

Paving Stones & Patterns
The growing variety of patterns with even bigger dimensions or new spacer elements challenge a laying clamp.
As the technological leader for paver laying clamps
Hunklinger masters this challenge day by day.

Twisted Stone Layers
caused by
uneven grounds.

Without twist-System
problems occur whilst
trying to move twisted
stone layers.

With twist-System
safe clamping and
laying of every
stone layer.

"My old Hunklinger clamp had no twist-system. Every now and then it had it's issues with clamping stone
layers on uneven grounds. With our new Hunklinger we just place the pallets wherever it suits us best for
the laying process and safely clamp them. In addition we always have a clean bedding as the side arms
open upwards." Bernhard Neumann, Maseko Rental Service, Pattensen
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Hunklinger is the specialist for hydraulic paver laying clamps.
You get everything from the idea to the original from a single source.
Our production in Bavaria/Germany stands for worldwide success.
Thousands of satisfied Laying Clamp customers reinforce us.

Top laying quality
Easy handling
twist-clamping reliability
For all kinds of paving stones
Shifting of shear resistant stones
For mini-excavators, laying machines & loaders

Hunklinger-Partner:

Made
in
Germany

www.hunklinger-allortech.com
Hunklinger allortech GmbH
Version 3/2019
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Martinshof 6
83626 Valley
Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 08024 / 47508-00
Fax +49 (0) 08024 / 47508-19
info@hunklinger-allortech.com
www.hunklinger-allortech.com

